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The I Ching is thought to be the most abstruse classic in Chinese history. As an authoritative
principle for literary and arts, cartography, medicine, politics, culture, and many of the sciences,
the ancient text has spawned countless interpretations, commentaries, and competing schools
of thought within those traditions.In our daily life, many things happened seem to be lucky, but
in fact, there are traces to be found behind. The I Ching contains 64 hexagrams, each
hexagram is a kind of life script, and the result of each of your choices is already done for you.
These 64 hexagrams correspond to 64 personal decision-making mental methods and clarify
the basic development laws of education, workplace, marriage, and family, etc.The I Ching
elaborates a clear philosophy of life regarding wealth that you need to think through in-depth,
to test, and use regularly and explicitly for guiding your actions. It tells us IT'S NEVER HARD
WORK THAT DETERMINES A PERSON'S WEALTH, one must follow the rules suggested to
make the right choices in order to achieve accomplishments and savor prosperity.This book I
Ching and Wealth aims to unveil the hidden clues and underlying logics related to personal
career and wealth behind the abstruse philosophy and ancient wisdom illustrated in the I
Ching, and accordingly boost your ability to make your own life prosperous while evading
potential faults and crises along your life path. This is a great handbook for anyone who wants
to understand the I Ching and wealth.

About the AuthorGu Yanwu (1613-1682), born in the late years of the Ming Dynasty, had an
unusual education, supervised by his grandfather and his adoptive mother, Wang. The latter, a
woman of high principles, starved herself to death rather than live under the rule of the
Manchus. She implored her son never to serve the dynasty in an official capacity. Complying
with her deathbed wish, Gu Yanwu led an itinerant and eventful life, devoting himself to study
and writing on a wide range of subjects. His overall aim, once hope of a Ming restoration had
faded, was the betterment of self and society. The foundations of his thought were a deep
study of the original classics and devolution in administration. After his death, his writings,
when finally published, had a profound and enduring influence.Ian Johnston is an independent
scholar and translator. He has published translations of early Chinese philosophical works and
Chinese poetry, as well as translations of classical Greek medical texts. --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.ReviewGu Yanwu is a towering figure in modern Chinese thought, and the
political ideas and research methods in his Record of Daily Knowledge inspired the major
intellectual movements of the Qing Dynasty. Ian Johnston makes Gu's notoriously difficult
writings accessible to English-language readers for the first time. Meticulously translated,
Johnston's Gu is a gift to China studies and to the comparative history of political thought. --
John Delury, Yonsei University Graduate School of International Studies (Seoul)Gu Yanwu's
Record of Daily Knowledge consists of more than a thousand notes and essays he wrote after
the collapse of Ming China in the seventeenth-century. For those who have the impression that
Confucian political philosophy is essentially "applied virtue ethics," focusing on the cultivation
of personal virtues of literati-officials, Gu offers a refreshing alternative vision of Confucianism
as the art of statecraft, emphasizing the need for institutional reform, the balance of power, and
the importance of a humane economy. Gu's hope for an ideal society, in which people are free
from the domination of arbitrary political and economic power, still speaks to us today. In this
sense, Ian Johnston's lucid and compelling translation is a timely gift. -- Yang Xiao, Kenyon



CollegeThis handy volume is a welcome and substantial contribution to our knowledge of Gu
Yanwu.  � Dao --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Completion (Wei Ji g*mN)PrefaceThe I Ching, The Classic of Mountains and Seas, and The Yellow
Emperor's Classic of Medicine are called the three enigmatic books left behind by the ancient
times of China.The Classic of Mountains and Seas is a treasure trove of rare data and colorful
narration about ancient myths, geography, witchcraft, religion, medicine, natural history, and
ethnic peoples of the ancient world.The Yellow Emperor's Classic of Medicine is an ancient
taxonomy on health and disease that has been treated as the fundamental doctrinal source for
Chinese medicine for more than two millennia. This medical masterpiece studies human
physiology, pathology, diagnostics, therapeutic principles and pharmacology, etc.According to
the New York Review of Books, the I Ching or, as many Western audiences know it, the Book
of Changes or Classic of Changes, has served for thousands of years as an all-encompassing
philosophical treatise of the universe, a guide toward ethical life, a manual for rulers, and as an
oracle for one's personal life and psychic future......The I Ching text consists of three distinct
layers. Its 1st layer is comprised by the 8 trigrams (three-lined figures) allegedly created by the
cultural hero, Fu Xi, circa 2800 - 2737 BCE. Its 2nd layer contains the hexagram statements
and line statements allegedly written by King Wen and the Duke of Zhou during the 11th
century BCE. They doubled the 8 trigrams to 64 hexagrams (Sf gua), six-lined figures), numbered
and arranged all the possible combinations. Its third layer incorporates seven pieces of writings
composed from 5th to 2nd century BCE. Divided into ten segments, i.e. Ten Wings, the authors
of these writings used the hexagrams to explore cosmic patterns, the relations between



humanity and nature, and the complexity of human life.Underlying the I Ching philosophy of
change, is the notion that the cosmos is an organismic process without beginning or end. To
the I Ching commentators, the unfolding of the universe is vividly portrayed in 8 trigrams and
64 hexagrams. They see the 8 trigrams (&0, &1, &2, &3, &4, &5, &6, &7) as graphic representations of the
the duality that drives the universe: yin(–4) and yang(–3) cosmic forces (or energy), denoting
heaven (N~0�qian), lake (QQ0�dui), fire (y»0�li), thunder (—�0�zhen), wind (]ý0�xun), water (WN0�kan), mountain (‚n0�gen), and 
earth (Wd kun), respectively. With different combinations of yao(r;) symbols, either a solid line (—) or
a broken line ( �  �), reflecting the state yin (0) and yang (1), a trigram symbolizes the cosmos’
constant renewal and its creation of the myriad things. More generally, a hexagram is an
extensive symbol of the unfolding of the universe.The I Ching is thought to be the most
abstruse classic in Chinese history. As an authoritative principle for literary and arts,
cartography, medicine, politics, culture, and many of the sciences, the ancient text has
spawned countless interpretations, commentaries and competing schools of thought within
those traditions. In China and in East Asia, the I Ching has been by far the most consulted of
all books, in the belief that it can explain the entire universe. Some commentators even believe
that the I Ching serves as a foundation for many Eastern philosophies and Western
mathematics.Although the I Ching is less than 20 pages long, these 20 pages of text can
extend infinitely through 64 hexagrams and cover everything. For ordinary humans, it is
actually a bible that nourishes your spirit and cherishes blessings, with higher wisdom hidden.
And the great wisdom therein can benefit a lifetime: From birth, to school, to work and
marriage. Whenever you encounter difficulties, you can find hints and guidelines from it to
overcome the problems.In our daily life, many things happened seem to be lucky, but in fact
there are traces to be found behind. The I Ching contains 64 hexagrams, each hexagram is a
kind of life script, and the result of each of your choices is already done for you. These 64
hexagrams correspond to 64 personal decision-making mental methods, and clarify the basic
development laws of education, workplace, marriage, and family, etc.The I Ching elaborates a
clear philosophy of life regarding wealth that you need to think through in-depth, to test, and
use regularly and explicitly for guiding your actions. It tells us IT'S NEVER HARD WORK THAT
DETERMINES A PERSON'S WEALTH, one must follow the rules suggested to make right
choices in order to achieve accomplishments and savor prosperity.For instance, the I Ching
opens with the first hexagram statement, yuan heng li zhen(QCN¨R)•�). Originally encapsulating the
whole philosophy of changes, these four words (terms) have come to have enormous
significance. One view is that these words stand for "sublime celestial forces in motion", other
views are that they represent the four facets of virtue: union, discipline, harmony, and truth,
across the four phases of life from birth to maturity.In specificity, when it says in a hexagram
yuan, this means there is an opening, new fields for things to happen or make them happen. In
this phase, there is creative potential, or material to work with. Resources are still tiny, but do
with them whatever you can. Make the best use of them, and don't be afraid to invest them.
Heng indicates the crop is growing. If you're willing to offer from what you have, it will make
your profits larger. Stingy people rarely make a success of anything. Li means that there are
possibilities and opportunities, but one has to grasp them. There will be a return on time and
energy invested. Zhen is usually translated as perseverance, determination, correctness,
loyalty, and chastity. If all these qualities have been correctly accomplished, there will be no
error in following while bearing fruit through your constancy.As the first volume in the series I
Ching Rostrum, this book I Ching and Wealth aims to unveil the hidden clues and underlying
logics related to personal career and wealth behind the abstruse philosophy and ancient
wisdom illustrated in the I Ching, and accordingly boost your ability to make your own life



prosperous while evading potential faults and crises along your life path. This is a great
handbook for anyone who wants to understand the I Ching and wealth.As the editor-in-chief of
this edition, I would like to take this opportunity to express my heartfelt thanks to all the hard-
working editors. Despite good intentions and conscientious efforts to avoid mistakes, it is likely
to include at least some minor inaccuracies therein. I sincerely invite experts and fans of
interest to give us their opinions and corrections, and readers are also welcome to leave
valuable comments or feedback in the course of use.Zi WeiFebruary 2021I Ching Prediction
MethodsThe universe is constantly in change, the yin and yang, the duality that drives the
universe, must change accordingly to create balance. To understand the philosophy of I Ching,
the reading of a hexagram must be made during its cast. This can be done in a few ways.
Traditionally a bunch of fifty yarrow stalks were used, but in modern times dice, beads, and
coins are used to cast the hexagram symbols.To cast the symbols, you'll need:'' Three identical
coins with an identifiable heads and tails'' Paper and pen'' A guidebook1. Remember to stay
focused on your dilemma or subject or question when casting. Ask an open-ended question
(not a yes-or-no question) or a query, and if you want to reflect on it later, record it in your
notebook. The question should be something that you're currently concerning about, and the
timeframe should be over the next few weeks, months, or even years.Sample questions
(requests):What can I do to improve communication between us?What should I be doing in
order to get my career on track?Please give me a guiding principle for the coming year of my
life.2. Hold the coins loosely in your hands, shake them briefly, and then toss them, while
thinking about your query. The line you record is determined by assigning numerical values to
heads and tails, then adding the total. Each head is a 3, and each tail is a 2. So, if you cast
one head and two tails (3+2+2), your starting line would be a 7.Figure1 Coin Combos –
Numerical ValuesFigure 2 Coin Combos3. Collect the coins and toss another five times,
recording the numerical values and the corresponding line each time, building your six-line
hexagram from the bottom up.Figure 3 Anatomy of a HexagramThe hexagram you’ve just
created can be called your “present hexagram”. In order to produce a “future hexagram”, just
change all the lines marked with an ‘x’ or an ‘o’ into their opposite. Any broken lines (yin)
marked with an ‘x’ flip into their opposite — solid lines (yang), and solid yang lines marked with
an ‘o’ turn into the broken yin lines.Figure 4 Present and Future HexagramsHow to Read the
LinesA hexagram consists of 6 lines (yao). Yao portrays the intercrossing of the solid and
broken lines as if yang (masculinity) and yin (femininity) interact reflecting the constant change
we see in the world. Through divination they appear one after another from the ground up, and
are noted as line 1, line 2, ..., line 6; or yao-1, yao-2, ..., yao-6.There are 3 domains across the
whole timeline:''0�Lines 1 and 2: the earthly domain''0�Lines 3 and 4: the human domain''0�Lines 5 and 
6: the heavenly domain1. AttributeA line possesses many attributes which determine its status
and function in a hexagram. They are summarized as follows:1). Essence and instinctThe
essence of a line can be yang (masculinity) or yin (femininity) according to its symbol: the solid
line or broken line. Solid lines are also annotated as yang lines, masculine lines, firm lines, or
strong lines; while broken lines also named yin lines, feminine lines, void lines, or yielding
lines.The instinct of the masculine line is brightness, rigidity, greatness, dominance, strength
and firmness, and the masculine tends to move. The instinct of the feminine line is darkness,
softness, littleness, submissiveness, weakness and tenderness, and the feminine tends to
remain still.When the tosses result in an "all heads" or "all tails" outcome, the line is regarded
as a "changing line". This line is deemed to change from yang to yin or vice versa, and the
resulting hexagram, also known as the future hexagram from the changeover has to be
determined and interpreted in conjunction with the original hexagram, also known as the



present hexagram. If there are no changing lines in your hexagram, it means conditions related
to your topic are not in flux that much at this time.2). Virtue and associationEvery line of a
hexagram has its virtue and association. The line's virtue depends on whether it stays at a
position right for it, i.e. if it possesses righteousness and behaves righteously, as well as
whether it is at the middle position of the upper or the lower trigram, i.e. if it acts in accord with
the principle of moderation. The line's association refers to its relation with other lines. The
relationships among them are available in the forms of correlating (associating,
corresponding), neighboring (adjoining), sustaining (supporting) or riding over (subduing), and
occupying (holding).3). Social statusAccording to the position where a line stays, it's
designated a social status in the times of the feudal society. From the bottom up, nobility and
lowliness are arrayed as follows:The 6th line: top position, uppermost place, the shrine (i.e. the
symbol of a clan or a dynasty). Or in some cases, it refers to a honored position but without any
title, power, responsibility or obligation, e.g. country, saint, sage | after-sales service.The 5th
line: supreme place, king, queen; president, CEO | product.The 4th line: courtier's position,
minister; high-ranking official, the official of the central government, senior manager | marketing
and sales.The 3rd line: feudal lord, duke; civilian leader, manager | production.The 2nd line:
courtier of duke, domestic official; a low-ranking official, the elite of civilians, team leader | tech
or know-how.The 1st line: an ordinary intellectual or a commoner, employee | material.2.
Position1). Right positionThe duality yang and yin have different instincts. They must occupy a
position suited to them; then they can bring their talents into full play. The odd positions are
designated for masculine yang, whereas the even places are for feminine yin; therefore
positions 1, 3, and 5 are right (appropriate) places for masculine elements whereas positions
2, 4, 6 are right (appropriate) places for feminine elements.From the perspective of the line's
virtue, a line stays at the position right for it, signifying that it can act in accord with the norm of
the hexagram where it inhabits, or what it performs conforms to the righteous course.
Otherwise, it neither acts in accord with what should be nor complies with righteousness; it
must make a correction or persist in righteousness.2). Middle positionYang and yin can be
regarded as two opposite ends of one subject, like two ends of a line. Though they represent
two extremities, the middle position of a trigram possesses the principle of moderation and
offers them an opportunity to act moderately, i.e. neither aggressively nor timidly, or neither
radically nor conservatively.Usually position 5 is taken for the primary one and position 2, the
secondary one. When a line occupies the primary centre, this means that it's at the core of a
hexagram and possesses the dominant power.Each hexagram has one or more hosts (host
lines, representative lines). A host represents the main characteristics of a hexagram. For
example, in hexagram shi ( 07), the host is line 2, the only yang line in the hexagram. The lines
2 and 5 are frequently the hosts of the hexagram, as they occupy the central position of the
lower/inner and upper/outer trigrams respectively.3. Relationship between the linesThe lines
can interact with one another through the following possible relationships:1). Correlating
(associating, corresponding)The corresponding positions of the upper and the lower trigram in
a hexagram are taken for the correlative positions, for instance, positions 1 and 4 (the bottom
positions of the lower and upper trigram) where their lines correlate with each other if one is
masculine and the other is feminine, or they have so-called the hostile correlation (i.e. no
correlation) if they possesses the same gender. These also refer to lines 2 and 5, as well as
lines 3 and 6.Correlation means that there is an access available between these two related
lines; they might influence and interact with each other, or conflict against each other. In most
cases it is auspicious and helpful if a line has a correlate.2). Neighboring (adjoining)Two lines,
staying next to each other, will have either intimate or repulsive relationship. If one is masculine



and the other is feminine, they will be friendly to each other. Otherwise, they are in a state of
mutual repulsion (like two magnets with the same polarity repelling each other). Usually, a line
will be impeded by an unfriendly line if it intends to approach or pass through it, while the
friendly neighbor is a booster. In addition, two neighboring lines in different genders can create
specific relationships as follows:a). Sustaining (supporting)Sustaining indicates a feminine line
staying beneath a masculine line to sustain it. Usually it represents submission and
harmony.b). Occupying (holding)Occupying is the same state as sustaining, only expressed the
other way around, i.e. a masculine line stays above a feminine line and occupies this feminine
line. Usually it symbolizes domination and dignity.c). Riding (subduing)Riding signifies a
feminine line staying on top of a masculine line and riding over it, which depicts inferiority
oppressing superiority. Usually it's an ill omen for both the feminine and masculine elements
involved.Figure 5 I Ching 8 Trigrams and 64 HexagramsHexagram 1 · Creative (Qian N~) A
hexagram in I Ching is a figure composed of six stacked horizontal lines (yao symbols), where
each line is either yin(–4, broken line), representing the receptive (female) force of nature, or
yang(–3, solid line), representing the creative (male) force of nature. The hexagram lines are
traditionally counted from the bottom up, so the lowest line is considered line one while the top
line is line six. Each of the hexagrams has a basic meaning (hexagram statements, Sf•ž), line
statements (r;•ž, yao-1 to yao-6), annotations on text (_V) and image (Œa).Qian is the Chinese name of
the I Ching Hexagram 1, which can be represented as 111111 in binary order. Qian represents
heaven, the supreme power that creates and dominates the world. Symbolized by trigrams
Heaven (&0) over Heaven (&0), this hexagram is also called "dragon", "heaven", "power", or
"initiative". It is entirely yang and denotes the positive, masculine creative force.As the creative
principle, the dragon is seen as the father of all things and in Chinese mythology controls the
clouds and the waters to bring prosperity to the land. This hexagram rules over attributes like
creativity, dynamism, action, courage, happiness, and people or individuals of high
status.Hexagram Qian — Career & Wealth1. Yao-1 is a hidden dragon as position 1 is within
the domain of earth and under the ground. Although it is at a place right to it (positions 1, 3, 5
are designated for yang (masculine) lines whereas 2, 4, 6 are for yin (feminine) lines), this is a
time of waiting as there is no access (i.e. neither a correlate nor a friendly neighbor) available
in front. There is creative potential, or material to work with. Organize and plan your strategy,
visualize each step of the plan will help in preparing to utilize the chosen path to gain
achievements.2. Yao-2 is in the earthly domain as well but on the ground, like a dragon
appearing in a field. It is in a phase where you are about to begin an important project.
Resources are still tiny, but do with them whatever you can. Seek out a reliable partner who
can help you ensure its success.When annotating yao-2, Confucius quoted an allusion: After
uniting the tribes of the Yellow River plain, circa 2650 BCE, the Yellow Emperor sent four like-
minded leaders to govern the counties, achieving the goal without discussion but agreeing with
each other, and succeeded without negotiations. This emphasizes the point that reliable
partners who are totally at the point where you get each other sharing the same vision are vital
in helping you achieve greatness.3. Yao-3 reaches the domain of humans, and the dragon
tends to move and is eager to proceed. It is in a phase where the crop is growing. Hard work
and an attention to details will guarantee you reach your goals. If you're willing to offer from
what you have, it will make your profits larger. Stingy people rarely make a success of
anything.Confucius paraphrased yao-3 as: "Knowing your goal, you can go ahead and explore
it; knowing the end, you can keep righteous." In entrepreneurship, you have already clarified
your entrepreneurial vision, mission, and goals, and identified where the wealth pool is located,
then make every effort to integrate all kinds of resources to invest in it, go all out and lead your



team to operate it; know the moment being over, you would lose money or the project invested
won't make money any more, then stop and retreat immediately. This will help you stay on track
and prevent your judgment from getting clouded with emotion. People tend to "fall in love" with
the things they have already spent a lot of time and energy. For instance, they may maintain
the false belief that if they give a stock another chance, it will come around. In actuality, this
delay may only cause losses to mount.4. Yao-4 arrives at the upper trigram as if the dragon is
leaping up and down over a deep pond. However, it is not yet at a position to attain its goal, so
it should act according to the situation in a safe manner. With uncertainty or potential loss
ahead, be patient and repeatedly test your plans, so you may perfect them.5. Yao-5, the climax
of the hexagram, is full of merit and in the domain of heaven where the dragon is flying in the
sky, carrying out its aspirations. In this phase, your plan is or will be successful. There will be a
return on time and energy invested. It’s a very favorable time because everything goes your
way. You are proceeding in the right direction at the right time.6. At yao-6, the dragon has
reached its climax but still advances, progress will reverse after having reached the end and
glory will decline after having passed its extremity; this is the course of Nature. Do not allow
your success to over-inflate your ego. Being able to keep in check your attitude will help you
maintain a secure pathway to success.SummaryHexagram qian features a stress on yuan
heng li zhen(QCN¨R)•�) which represent the four facets of virtue: union, discipline, harmony, and truth,
across the four phases of life from birth to maturity. In specificity, when it says in a hexagram
yuan, this means there is an opening, new fields for things to happen or make them happen. In
this phase, there is creative potential, or material to work with. Resources are still tiny, but do
with them whatever you can. Make the best use of them, and don't be afraid to invest them.
Heng indicates the crop is growing. If you're willing to offer from what you have, it will make
your profits larger. Stingy people rarely make a success of anything. Li means that there are
possibilities and opportunities, but one has to grasp them. There will be a return on time and
energy invested. Zhen is usually translated as perseverance, determination, correctness,
loyalty, and chastity. If all these qualities have been correctly accomplished, there will be no
error in following while bearing fruit through your constancy.It also highlights a point: As heaven
maintains vigor through movements, a gentle man should constantly strive for self-perfection.
It’s a very favorable time because everything goes your way. You are proceeding in the right
direction at the right time. Others will look to you for confident leadership and you will benefit
from them in return. Success is assured if your motives are earnest.Success can't be done by
standing alone, but by unremitting efforts and actively fighting for it. When the career reaches a
peak state, it is often easy to start to decline, so you must be more careful at this time. Remind
yourself that pride leads to destruction, and arrogance to downfall, no matter how great the
opportunity is and how fruitful the results are.When you put others first, people will begin to see
leadership qualities in you. Even if your career has reached a certain height, you must pay
attention to behave with an open mind, treat others with courtesy, and coordinate the
interpersonal relationships around you, and thus you can savor the prosperity you have
gained.Hexagram 2 · Receptive (Kun Wd) Kun is the Chinese name of the I Ching Hexagram 2,
which can be represented as 000000 in binary order. Symbolized by trigrams Earth (&7) over
Earth (&7), this hexagram is also called "earth", "people", or "field". It's pure feminine yin, which is
the opposite of the masculine hexagram qian, yet they are symbiotic. Qian originates the world
whereas kun receives and nourishes the world. Kun is designated to sustain the heavens of
qian and submit to qian, as adherents and assistants must submissively follow founders and
leaders.Kun is the mother of all things and she is dark and devoted, and warm and receptive. It
rules over attributes like caution, modesty, humility, obedience, respect, reverence, and



receptivity. Kun acts in a supporting role, tenderly and submissively, and is signified as
wideness like the earth accommodating all creatures.Hexagram Kun — Career & Wealth1. The
lines of hexagram kun present their different characteristics in 3 domains: earth, humanity and
heaven, in sequence, until kun reaches its final goal. Yao-1 in the earthly domain exhibits the
feature and norm of kun: like a gentleman goes somewhere; he loses his way at first but later
will attain the recognition of the master.You are in the early stage of a new condition that needs
to be carefully nurtured in order to flourish. Remain cautious and composed, do not act without
forethought. If you can develop a clear idea of your position, you have the potential to achieve
great success.2. Similarly, yao-2 in the earthly domain also exhibits the feature and norm of
kun. What it needs to do is simply follow qian (rules) in receiving what it creates; then it can
become straight (righteous) in one dimension, square (moderate) in two dimensions, and large
(tolerant) in three dimensions.Follow your ethics and proceed with caution. When you have
gained a little achievement, you must not be complacent, remind yourself that it is your duty to
cooperate with others sincerely.3. Yao-3 is at the position for marching upward from the lower
trigram to the upper — the human domain where it performs its role according to the norm of
kun. In specificity, this signifies that you have the talent and possess brilliance internally but
don't boast. Do your best to learn everything from your teachers or supervisors, being
submissively receptive on your duty and complete the job but take no credit for yourself.4.
Yao-4 still resides in the human domain, but arrives at the courtier's position where is full of
fear as it is approaching the king (yao-5). After having taken no credit at yao-3, here you should
pursue freedom from fault or calamity. After all, freedom from fault or calamity, is the basic
philosophy of life in the I Ching.In this phase, you must be humble and prudent, discreet in
words and deeds, like a courtier serving the king. Conceal your intent appropriately and
perform in accordance with what is assigned. When what is done might easily get blamed, to
behave cautiously like tying a bag and hiding inside causes no praise and no fault (or calamity)
either.Unfortunately there will be times when you are unfairly blamed for situations but the
important thing to remember is to be kind to yourself. If it really isn't your fault, then you don't
have to be bothered so much. You can tell the person (e.g. supervisor) blaming you the real
story, and if he or she still wouldn't believe you, it's fine. At least you know that you are telling
the truth.5. Yao-5 reaches the heavenly domain, i.e. the realm of qian, the king's position.
However, it still behaves moderately and with a low profile, like a person (e.g. servant leader)
occupying the core position but acting prudently and humbly according to the norm of
hexagram kun.Being patient and open-minded to listen to the advices from others. This will
allow you to be proactive in gathering people around you: You have the humility, courage, and
insight to admit that you could benefit from the expertise of others who have less power. You
also actively seek the ideas and unique contributions of the employees in order to create a
culture of learning, and an atmosphere that encourages followers to become the very best they
can.6. Yao-6 is approaching to the end of hexagram kun and is losing its norm,
submissiveness. It reaches the top of hexagram in the heavenly domain and proclaims itself
the leader, implying it starts to fight the masculine, which will only lead to self-
destruction.There are two different roles in the world: one is that of a leader and founder like
qian, the other is the role of an adherent and assistant like kun. In this case, it is inevitable that
people designated to be adherents or assistants must perform their roles to the end.You have
achieved a lot of success, but you must be humble and cautious to prevent your merit from
overshadowing your boss (or person with higher power) and arousing his or her suspicion.If
you have invested in stocks with big overall gains, you should take most of your profits at this
time and wait for the next cycle to re-enter the market.SummaryHexagram kun highlights a



point: As earth's condition is receptive devotion, a gentle man should hold the outer world with
broad mind. Be loyal, diligent, humble and modest in all your undertakings. Never stray from
your principles while learning from experience. Perseverance will lead to great things.Being
patient and open-minded to listen to the advices from others. This will allow you to be proactive
in gathering people around you: You have the humility, courage, and insight to admit that you
could benefit from the expertise of others who have less power. You also actively seek the
ideas and unique contributions of the employees in order to create a culture of learning, and an
atmosphere that encourages followers to become the very best they can.When you have
achieved a lot of success, always remind yourself to be humble and cautious to prevent your
merit from overshadowing your boss (or person with higher power) and arousing his or her
suspicion.Hexagram 3 · Sprouting (Zhun \o) Zhun is the Chinese name of the I Ching Hexagram
3, which can be represented as 010001 in binary order. After formation of heaven and earth
(qian and kun), the whole of creation comes into being. The world between the heaven and
earth teems with the potential of life; therefore zhun is granted. With the outer (upper) and inner
(lower) trigrams forming Water (&5) over Thunder (&3), this hexagram represents "difficulty at the
beginning", it is also named "beginning", or "accumulating".Water above thunder symbolizes
cloud; clouds gather and thunder booms, a thunderstorm is forming but has yet to rain. Zhun
represents the state of chaos in which heaven and earth interact and bring forth individual
beings. Just as a seedling must crack open and push through soil and rocks to reach its source
of solar nourishment, all new endeavors encounter obstacles in the beginning
stages.Hexagram Zhun — Career & Wealth1. Yao-1 is in the initial stage of a process, and it
also represents the lower trigram thunder (&3) which tends to move. However, its correlative
position 4 is in the peril of the upper trigram water (&5) which suggests a deep pit, uncertainty, or
danger ahead. This place requires one to linger and consider.Yao-1 is yang (masculine), in
contrast to yin (feminine), yang (masculine) represents prestige. It stays at the lower position,
humbly below the yin (feminine) lines of position 2, 3, and 4 which form the inner trigram earth
(&7) and conversely support the ambition of the hexagram.Yao-1 is a reminder that everyone will
face problems in the course of one's life path. At this phase, you must not try to force advance
but take a breath and consider all favorable and unfavorable factors attentively and deliberately.
However, nothing should put you off your course; you must persevere and constantly stay
focused on your goals. Seek the help of others. Distribute responsibilities and you will
overcome all obstacles.2. Yao-2 is yin (feminine) at a yin (feminine) place, central and correct.
Correlating with the yang (masculine) element at the fifth place, they are a perfect match,
signifying that yao-2 can ride on it. However, yao-2 confronts interruptions and hindrances from
yin lines 3 and 4 crowding in front, eager to move forward and leave the hexagram.
Additionally, yao-2 is yin (feminine) riding on another yang (masculine) element at the bottom
place. This yang (masculine) element is a close neighbor, carrying the second line yet being
domineering and despotic. This situation makes it difficult for the yin (feminine) element at the
second place to advance.Here the Duke of Zhou made a vivid metaphor based on the image of
the hexagram. There were two yang elements and four yin elements. At the second place
seated a yin element symbolizing a betrothed girl who remained true to her lover at the fifth
place. She found herself beset by difficulties and hindrances. Suddenly there was a turn of
affairs one day, and came a handsome boy riding on a beautiful horse carriage. He
approached and murmured something as if he were proposing to her. This event happened so
unexpectedly that she assumed the newcomer to be a swindler. Gradually it became clear that
he had no evil intentions but sought to be friendly and to offer help. In this situation, the girl had
to make a decision. Her final decision was to stay faithful to her true love, to remain



steadfast.This is a reminder of the perseverance and steadfastness one endeavors to get
through hard times. You remain firm in your will, patiently waiting. They won’t be forever, and
after the trial is over you will gain great wisdom and clarity.3. Yao-3 here is a yin element at a
yang place, neither central nor correct, and there is no yang correlate in front. It is moving
without a guide and momentum. Since the feminine tends to remain still, it should remain at
position 3. This is like a person attempting to hunt in a strange forest while having no guide, he
may eventually lose his way.In this phase, try to enhance yourself and bide your time. The
future is unknown, hard to control and without a guide. With the uncertainty and calamity
ahead, you should consider all the unfavorable factors regarding your project or investment. It
is better to remain still since continuing forward will cause resentment.4. Now that the maiden
shifts from the second to the fourth place, she is much closer to her true lover, the masculine at
the fifth place. The situation is like a dilemma as she could still recall that in old days a
handsome boy came over to her house riding on his beautiful horse carriage and wooed her.
Here Confucius encourages the maiden, “Go ahead. There is light.” This decision is based on
the structure of the hexagram. If she at this place proceeds, there is her lover waiting. If she
retreats, there are two yin elements behind, hindering her from moving downward.When you
make a decision, you should consider the most favorable position. As the Chinese saying goes,
“A waterfront pavilion gets the moonlight first”. This indicates that when one is in a situation
where it is difficult to decide between advancing or retreating, one should adopt a positive
attitude in approaching the light.5. As yao-5 is at the middle position of the upper trigram where
the principle of moderation is available, it must be able to perform moderately. Meanwhile, the
yang element at this place lies in the middle of the trigram water — dark, obscure, and
uncertain. Here Confucius says, “one’s brilliance is not yet recognized”. Thus, it is only
favorable for small endeavors but not for large scale tasks in this phase.You are in a position in
which you cannot explicitly express your good intentions that they will actually take shape and
be understood. Your talent is not yet recognized and other people may interpose and distort
everything you undertake. You should then be cautious and proceed step by step. Gather
energy for a decisive new move.6. Yao-6 reaches the end but also the upper extremity of
hexagram zhun as if the sun has set beyond the western hills. It is in a state of readiness to
leave zhun but obtains no support from the masculine line 5 it rides over. Though masculine
tends to move and creates momentum, line 5 halts as the inner upper trigram mountain (&6)
restrains it and won't provide momentum. Alternatively, it seeks a masculine correlate, but this
doesn't happen at feminine line 3, indicating that there is no way to turn back.Since you have
already reached the uppermost position, you should not feel sorry about being unable to go
forward or turn back. You must realize that when things reach the extremes they will alternate
to the opposite. For this reason, the I Ching always calls for restraint before going too far.It's
clear that a change must be made at this phase. Free yourself from this entangling situation
and strip away your old ideas with your youthful spirit. With the advice of someone more
experienced in the field, you can find your way out eventually.SummaryA new situation is
arising and the unknown lies ahead. Your beginning might be challenging, you must not try to
force advance but take a breath considering all favorable and unfavorable factors attentively
and deliberately. However, nothing should put you off your course; you must persevere and
constantly stay focused on your goals. Seek the help of others. Distribute responsibilities and
you will overcome all obstacles.This hexagram also gives counsel for a special situation. When
in times of difficulty a hindrance is encountered and unexpected relief is offered from an
unrelated source, be careful and not take upon yourself any obligations entailed by such help;
otherwise your freedom of decision is impaired. If you bide your time, the initial confusion and



discomfort you face can be overcome by persistent efforts.Hexagram 4 · Discovering (Meng
„™) Meng is the Chinese name of the I Ching Hexagram 4, which can be represented as 100010
in binary order. Newborn life (zhun) is clearly ignorant (meng); therefore meng is granted after
zhun. With the outer (upper) and inner (lower) trigrams forming Mountain (&6) over Water (&5), this
hexagram is also called "youthful folly", "enveloping", or "developing".Water flowing out from a
mountain becomes a stream, pure and transparent, symbolizing the pureness, innocence, and
simplicity of a child’s mind. As the stream flows into a river, it accumulates sediment over time
and starts to become dirty. The ancients realized from observing this phenomenon that the
ignorant should be educated and enlightened.Meng symbolizes the ignorant, innocent, or the
child, because wisdom is not yet uncovered. It rules over attributes and related activities like
immature, unaware, foolish, undeveloped; a newborn life, a magic plant, sign of the spirit;
cover, hide, conceal, protect, etc.Hexagram Meng — Career & Wealth1. Yao-1 stays at a
position not right to it, signifying that it doesn't behave righteously. If it can be corrected by
changing to masculine, it will be at its right place and act properly. This is the initial stage of
enlightening one who is ignorant.Youth in its inexperience is inclined at first to take everything
carelessly and playfully; therefore, they must be disciplined from the beginning; otherwise they
will become difficult to correct if allowed to indulge in bad practices, which would be resented.It
also suggests that people should restrain their anger and lessen their desire, i.e. minimize the
cause of misbehavior.2. Though at a yin place, yao-2 is the only firm masculine element in the
lower trigram and thus is responsible for enlightening and educating all the yin elements in the
hexagram. However, each yin element has a different aptitude, which means one at this place
should tolerate, accept the ignorance (of students) without discrimination, and act in
accordance with what is designated. Success will come about through education.Meanwhile,
the inner lower trigram thunder (&3, to move; consisted of line 2, 3, 4) represented by line 2
stands for the eldest son. The inner upper trigram earth (&7, submissiveness, people and earth;
consisted of line 3, 4, 5) represents people and here is taken for the household as they live
together inside the upper trigram mountain (&6) which resembles the door of a house. The yin
element at the correlative line 5 is the mother or wife who is weak and unable to support the
family. However, the son is strong, firm and magnanimous. He is capable of managing the
household.The message of this line is that dealing with different persons or situations requires
different ways of responding. You can spend as much as a third of your life at work, so it’s
important to make the most of it. You can't simply walk away and disengage with someone who
has opinions and values that don’t align with your own. Being magnanimous and tolerant to
cope with many different personality types can help you navigate challenging situations that
may arise in business or at work.3. Feminine yao-3 is at a yang place, neither central nor
correct. She rides over masculine line 2 signifying that the feminine oppresses the masculine,
i.e. she doesn't respect the masculine line 2, a teacher, and the teacher won't accept her either.
Yao-3 also correlates with the masculine element at the top, indicating a possible marriage. As
soon as she sees the wealthy man (or disciplinary administrator) at the top, she loses herself.
The upper trigram mountain (&6) also symbolizes gold and husband.
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